Abstract-In this paper, it presents an improved Harris feature extraction algorithm, which is based on Harris algorithm to extract candidate feature points and screen angular points that satisfy certain constraints on the edge of circular neighborhood for the determination of final feature points. And then it makes use of Gaussian-weighted to establish a proximity matrix between internal feature points in two images and uses the singular value decomposition to get their eigenvectors. At last it makes use of eigenvectors to create a relation matrix to reflect the matching degree between feature points for matching. And it shows that extracted feature points in the proposed method in the experiments is robust strongly for rotation, illumination, noise, etc., with good matching effect, low rate of false matches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image matching algorithm, widely applied in the field of image recognition and image reconstruction, is one of the key steps to achieve image fusion and image mosaic. And image matching has an important part that is how to extract reliable feature points and improve the matching accuracy. Generally, image matching composes of two categories: matching based on gray scale [1] , [2] and that on feature points [3] - [5] . Based on gray scale, the matching method directly calculates the difference value of pixel gray-scale between two images. It is relatively easy, yet particularly time-consuming. At the same time, in the case of a large rotation, light, partial occlusion and random noise, the results obtained by an image are not good. While based on feature points, including Harris operator [6] , [7] , SIFT feature point, SURF feature point and so on, the matching method whose performance is depended largely on the quality of extraction features can better solve such problems. In the current feature point matching algorithms, most detection methods of feature points are to consider the n × n square neighborhood. When more adjacent feature points are extracted, it is often prone to mismatching. If these mismatching occur during the image mosaic, it will bring many ghost shadows to mosaic images. So in order to avoid such conditions, the number of image feature points must be not too large or too small. In this paper, it will select the Harris feature extraction algorithm to extract angular points as pending feature points, then Shapiro and Brady algorithm Manuscript received January 5, 2014; revised March 25, 2014. Zetao Jiang is with Guilin University of Electronic Technology, Guilin, China (e-mail: zetaojiang@126.com).
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[8], [9] that is one of Spectral Graph theory will be used to match the images. It makes use of Gaussian-weighted to establish a proximity matrix between internal feature points in two images and uses the singular value decomposition [10] - [14] to get their eigenvectors. Then it makes use of eigenvectors to create a relation matrix reflecting the matching degree between feature points for matching. Finally, false matching point-pair will be eliminated through RANSAC algorithm.
II. FUNDAMENTALS OF ALGORITHMS

A. Harris Algorithm
Developed on the basis of Moravec Algorithm [15] , Harris angular point detection algorithm is a detection operator based on point features of signals. Its principle is to select a small window centered by target pixels and move the window along any direction to compute gray scale change in any direction within the window. Its analysis formula is shown as follows:
In order to improve noise immunity, Gaussian smoothing is applied to the image window and one Gaussian window is chosen:
In the Harris algorithm, an autocorrelation matrix is used to screen the angular points and partial derivatives are used to create a matrix, As shown in Fig. 1 
The formula of Harris Corner Response Function is:
B. Shapiro and Brady Algorithm Principles
Matrix H structured by points in one image is symmetric, so SVD decomposition can be used to obtain D, and elements on the D Diagonal are eigenvalues of Matrix H, which are arranged in descending. In the formula H=VDU, after its decomposition, V whose structure is an inherent feature of the matrix, represents eigenvectors of each array. Therefore, it is a modal matrix and is orthogonal. While in the V=[E 1 E 2 …E n ], E 1 means the i eigenvector in Matrix H, each line of which can be considered as Vector F i , indicating its features and it is the modal coordinates of the i feature point. So the feature point set of an image in m modal coordinates can be expressed as:
And then SVD decomposition is separately applied to two images to find eigenvectors of these two images as F i1 and F i2 . Finally, these two groups of eigenvectors are used to form a relationship matrix Z, which shows the matching degree between two points. In addition, it is quite remarkable that the different quantity of feature points included in the image feature point set leads to various quantity of models. Therefore, a less important model mn needs to be removed from an image with more feature points. Meanwhile, these eigenvalues corresponded to modes are relatively small, and symbols of each eigenvector are not unique. But it will not affect the orthogonality when its symbol is changed. Because two axes must have the same direction, it is necessary to modify symbols. First, determining V x and then modify eigenvectors in V y based on that in V x to makes two vectors consistent.
Only in this way the formula In the Harris algorithm, the determination of an angular point is based on the condition where the value of a pixel is bigger than a given threshold value and it is the maximum value in a 3×3 neighborhood. In this case, it is an angular point. When a 3×3 neighborhood is used to do image processing, it is likely to present relatively intensive feature points on a local scale and easy to show mismatching. Moreover, further points in the neighborhood will also have an influence on it. When a 3×3 neighborhood is used to make a judgment, edge pixels in a circular with a radius of 3 can also be used. Originally, it was compared with eight points next to it and now with sixteen points around it to reduce the aggregation of angular points on the local scale. Hence, a circular distinguishing method in this paper is used to enhance the stability of feature points: ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1) In addition to the use of feature points in a 3×3 neighborhood to determine a stable angular point, it also uses the above formula for surrounding points removal. That is, it is not only considered as an angular point determined by Harris Corner Response Function, but also an angular point in a circular neighborhood. Only in this case can it be a stable feature point. Since the two parts are carried out simultaneously, it does not increase too much calculation time. As shown in Fig. 2 below, q+1 and q-1 are symmetrical about point q, meaning it must be guaranteed there are 6 pixels satisfying the above discriminant for any pixel in this circular neighborhood. If not, then the central point is not an angular point but an edge point that need removing. The threshold value varies with conditions, showing the minimum contrast of detection feature points and the maximum limit of ignoring noise. According to images with different noises, it will get different values to control the number of extracted feature points.
B. Feature Point Matching Based on Singular Value
Assuming that the extraction of feature points in the first image S 1 in a total of m, d 1 is the feature points No. i, with its main direction θ 1 and coordinates (x 1 , y 1 ) , the extraction of feature points in the second image S 2 in a total of n, d 2 is the feature points No. j, with its main direction θ 2 and coordinates (x 2 , y 2 ), the central rectangular window of the two feature points are W 1 and W 2 respectively and their size are (2w+1)×(2w+1).
To establish a proximity matrix H for the two images using the method of Gaussian-weighted, among which:
where ij i j d x x , and it represents Euclidean distance of own internal feature points in the image, σ represents the effect of controlling the distance between the feature points, x represents that the similarity measurements are in the same feature point set. After getting their proximity matrixes, the two sensitivity matrixes are decomposed by singular value decomposition (SVD) method to get H 1 =V 1 D 1 U 1 , and then use the identity matrix whose H 2 =V 2 D 2 U 2 is m × n instead of matrix D, in this way, the matrix P=VEU obtained. Since matrix V is orthogonal, each line of V can be regarded as a eigenvector, using V 1 to establish a relation matrix Z of m × n,
The F i1 and F j2 in this formula represents the i row vector in V 1 and j column vector in V 2 respectively, Z ij stands for the matching degree of two feature points, the smaller the Z ij value is, the more matching the feature points are. If the value reaches 0, the two feature points are totally matching.
IV. OUR ALGORITHM STEPS 1) To extract rough feature angular point by using the autocorrelation matrix in 2.1; 2) Then, to gain stable angular point by using neighborhood edge restriction; 3) To match the feature points based on the singular value decomposition in 2.3; 4) To eliminate false matching and get the final fine matching by using RANSAC algorithm.
V. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This paper uses Matlab to implement the algorithm, and compares the proposed Harris-SVD algorithm with improved Harris-SVD algorithm on the image matching performance and analyzes it.
The images in Fig. 3(a) are just matched by Harris-SVD, while the images in Fig. 3(b) matched by Harris-SVD, combining using circular neighborhood to limit and eliminate some unstable angular points, and Fig. 3(c) uses RANSAC algorithm to implement the final fine matching. As can be seen in the Table I , there are more angular points after simply Harris screening in the collected image. Although there are more matching points, reaching to 335 pairs, there are more false matching points and false match rate is higher. While adding the limit of circular neighborhood, the resulting feature points are more balanced. Although the feature point pairs are fewer, the images eliminate some unstable points and leave more stable feature points.
VI. CONCLUSION
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